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Cast

Synopsis

25 Shocking NA
25 Shocking Medical Mistakes
Medical
Mistakes
Across
Carol Costello Across America with Carol Costello covers news as it happens, and tackles the most talked about stories of the
America with
day. Combining her award-winning reporting and distinct voice, Costello discusses current issues that directly
Carol Costello
affect communities by highlighting what matters most to Americans and asking the tough questions they want
answered.
American
Journey

NA

American Journey is about the fearless pioneering spirit at the heart of American ingenuity and resilience, the
spirit that is rebuilding America and making a real impact in communities all across the country.

Children For Jada Pinkett
Sale: The
Smith
Fight To End
Human
Trafficking

Jada Pinkett Smith and the CNN Freedom Project reveal the human trafficking in the heart of America.

CNN Special
Report
Crime &
Justice with
Ashleigh
Banfield
MichaeLA

NA

CNN Special Report

NA

Banfield will tackle the day's most pressing legal and social issues, trials and hot topic debates with her own
passionate point of view.

Michaela

MichaeLA is a conversation about the people and passion driving the headlines. Live from CNN’s Los Angeles
bureau. MichaeLA has an upbeat vibe with issue driven conversation, lively guests and breaking news.

Morning
Robin Meade Robin Meade covers the essential news including politics, sports, entertainment, weather, finance and travel.
Express with
Robin Meade
On the Story Erica Hill
with Erica Hill
Primetime
Justice with
Ashleigh
Banfield
S.E. Cupp
Unfiltered

Ashleigh
Banfield

S.E. Cupp

On the Story with Erica Hill takes you through the big events and the most-talked about stories of the day.
Beyond delivering the headlines, we are on top of it all, helping viewers understand WHAT the story is, WHY it
matters and HOW it impacts their daily lives.
Ashleigh Banfield will tackle the day's most pressing legal and social issues, trials and hot topic debates with her
own passionate point of view.

This one-hour panel-driven show, led by conservative commentator Cupp, addresses contemporary issues
impacting everyday Americans through spirited debates featuring a rotating cast of guests and regular panelists.
Cupp and her roundtable cover the latest news out of Washington, as well as stories ranging from political
correctness gone wild to celebrity misbehavior and legal mysteries.

Weed 2:
Sanjay Gupta Dr. Sanjay Gupta looks at U.S. federal laws that consider marijuana a drug with no medicinal value and serious
Cannabis
scientists who say they're wrong.
Madness
Weed 3: The Sanjay Gupta Dr. Sanjay Gupta puts medical marijuana under the microscope again.
Marijuana
Revolution
Weed: Dr.
Sanjay Gupta In ‘Weed’, a one hour documentary, CNN’s chief medical correspondent Dr. Sanjay Gupta spends nearly a year
Sanjay Gupta
traveling the globe to shed light on the debate over marijuana.
Reports
Weekend
Express

Lynn Berry

Fast-paced look at the day's essential news and buzz-worthy stories.

